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FEDERAL-

ERNST ZAHN 70 YEARS OLD.

Ilriist Zahn, one of the foremost writers in
Switzerland, and for many years Manager of the
Station Buffet at Goeschenen, has celebrated on
t lie lifth of this month, his 75th birthday anni-
versary. Many of Iiis books have been translated
into foreign languages.

NEW CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE 4TH DIVISION.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Strauss, in Liestal,

has been appointed Chief of Staff of the 4th divi-
sion in succession to Colonel A. Striiby.

DIVIDENDS OF SWISS BANKS.
Genossenschaftliche Zentralbank Basel : 5

per cent. 1 955: 5%); Schweizerische Gesell-
scliaft für elektrische Industrie, Basel : 6 per
cent. (1935 : 6%); Ersparnis Kasse, Aesclii
(Berne) : (i per cent. (1935 : 6%) ; Genossenschaft-
liehe Zentralbank, Basel : 5 per cent. (1935 : 5%) ;

Ersparnisanslalt Toggenburg A.G. : 5 per cent.
(1935: 5%) ;Gewerbekasse Baden: 51 per cent.
(1935: 54%); Aargauische Hypothekenbank in
Brugg: 51 per cent. (1935: 54%); Spar und
Kreditkasse Subrental in Schottland : 5| per
cent. (1935: 5|%) ; Bank in Menziken : 5| per
cent. (1935 : 51%) ; Bank in Langnau : 6 per cent.
(1935: (>%): Schweizerische Hypothekenbank,
Solotliuru : 51 per cent; Allg. Aargauische
Ersparniskasse: 5 per cent. (1935: 5%).

INCREASE OF FOOD STUFF PRICES.
As a result of the devaluation of the Franc,

the Federal Council has sanctioned an increase
in the price of bread from 35-40 centimes per kilo ;

milk will he increased by 1 centime per litre. The
price of cheese has increased by 30 centimes, and
for cooking butter 25 centimes per kilogr.

EMIGRATION OF SWISS.

According to statistics issued, altogether
2,010 Swiss have emigrated to oversea countries,
in 1936, or 760 more than in 1935.

RHONE GLACIER PRIVATE PROPERTY.
The Rhone Glacier, one of the largest in

Europe, lias been confirmed as the property of a
Swiss hotelier by the Swiss Supreme Federal
Court in Lausanne.

The glacier is about seven miles long and
forms the source of the River Rhone. Herr Seiler
is proprietor of the Gletsch and Belvedere hotels
near the glacier.

The Canton of Valais laid claim to the glacier
hut the Cantonal Court decided that the expanse
of ice belonged to Herr Seiler. On appeal the
Supreme Court lias now upheld this finding.

PROTEST OF H Al LE SELASSIE.
The Emperor Haile Selassie has addressed a

strong note of protest to M. Avenol (Secretary-
General of the League of Nations) against the
decision recently taken by the Swiss Government
to recognise the sovereignty of Italy over
Abyssinia. This protest has been communicated
to the Council and members of the League.

The Emperor states that the Swiss decision
constitutes a violation of the international un-
dertakings assumed by the Swiss Confederation.
He remarks that, of all countries in the world,
the Swiss Confederation, whose neutrality is
guaranteed, should be the last to legalise conquest
by force and accept infringements of League
principles.

ATTEMPT TO SMUGGLE GOLD FROM FRANCE.
An attempt to smuggle gold ingots and coins

to the value of £15,000 over the French frontier
into Switzerland was discovered by the French
Customs authorities at Perly.

The gold was concealed in a luxurious private
car occupied by two men of Swiss nationality.
The men were detained and the gold confiscated.

Under the recent devaluation legislation gold
must he surrendered to the Bank of France
against its p re-devaluation equivalent. An
amnesty for those who failed to declare their gold
expires on January 30th.

A careful watch is kept on all French
frontiers.

SWISS SCIENTIST HONOURED.
M. Charles, E. Guillaume, Honorary Presi-

dent of the International Office for weights and
measures, and holder of the Nobel prize, lias been
presented with a gold medal on the occasion of
a Banquet which took place in Paris last week, in
honour of the great services which he has ren-
dered.

Amongst the participants was the Swiss
Minister, Monsieur Dunant, and a large number
of scientists from all over the world.

LOCAL.
ZURICH.

Colonel Fritz Meyer, for 22 years Manager
of the Foundry of the firm Gebr. Sulzer, has re-
tired from his post. Colonel Meyer has been con-
neeted with the firm of Sulzer for nearly 50 years.

* *
Dr. Fritz Fleiner, Professor of Law at the

University of Zurich, has celebrated his 70th
birt h d a.v an niversary.

Professor Fleiner studied law at the Uni-
versifies in Zurich, Leipzig and Berlin; in 1892
he was appointed lecturer (Privat Dozent) at the
University in Zurich and five years later Pro-
fessor. From 1897-1906 lie was Professor at the
University in Basle, from 1906-1908 Professor at
the University in Tübingen, 1908-1915 Professor
in Heidelberg.

He then returned to his native land, where
he occupied until 1936 the chair of " State, Ad-
ministrati ve and Church Law " at the University
in Zurich.

* île «î

Dr. J. L. Nuelsen, Bishop of the Methodist
Church in Switzerland, has celebrated his 70th
birthday anniversary.

BERNE.
National-Councillor, Konrad I lg. President

of the " Schweizerischen Metall und Uhreuar-
beiterverbandes " which lias a membership of
60,000 members, and therefore is one of the most
influential Trade Union's in Switzerland, has
celebrated his 60th birthday anniversary.

M. Ilg has been a prominent personality in
the Swiss Trade Union movement for the last 28
years. He has been a member of the Municipal
Council of Berne since 1911, and a member of the
Grand Council of the Canton of Berne since 1918.
He entered Parliament (National-Council) in
1918.

* * 5{C

The Federal Council has appointed Dr. Karl
Schwarber. Librarian at the University in Basle
to be a member of the Committee of the Swiss
National Library, in succession to the late Pro-
fessor Hoffmann-Krayer.

LUCERNE.
The net result of the Lottery " Arve "

amounts to 830,000 1rs., the first prize of 250,000
frs. was amongst the unsold tickets. The amount
will be used for unemployment benefits and
aggrandisement of the cantonal hospital.

SCHWYZ.
The death has occurred, at the age of 83, in

Schwyz, of M. Karl Benziger-von Schnüringer, a
partner in the Publishing firm "Gebr. Benziger"
in Einsiedeln. The deceased was at one time a
member of the " Kantonsrat."

GLARUS.
Dr. Triimpi, " Ratschreiber " of the canton

of Glarus has resigned from his post ; he is taking
over the editorship of the "Glarner Nachrichten"
in succession to the late National-Councillor
Rudolf Tschudy.

ZUG.
At at extra-ordinary meeting held at Zug

it was agreed to liquidate the Bank in Zug, of
Zug, as the best course in order to safeguard
creditors' claims as much as possible. A sugges-

tion to reorganise the hank was dismissed.
Only three weeks ago the bank was granted

a moratorium of fifteen months. It is hoped that
by the end of this term the liquidation will be
effected.

SOLOTHURN.
The consecration of the newly appointed

Bishop of Basle and Lugano, Franz von Streng,
took place on Sunday last at the Cathedral of
St. Urs in Solothurn, in the presence of high
dignataries of the Roman Catholic church, and
members of various cantonal governments.

M. Motta, President of the Swiss Confedera-
tion and Federal Councillor Etter were present.

Msgr. Bernardini, the Papal Nuncio, eonse-
crated the newly appointed bishop to his high
office.

BASLE.
Two lorries met with a head-on collision at

the St. Jakobstrasse in Basle, causing the death
of two persons, father and son (Hiigi) another
passenger was seriously injured.

# î{î

Pastor Dr. D. Gustav Benz, since 1897
preacher at " St. Matthäus " in Basle, has died
at the age of 71. Dr. Bcnz studied at the Uni-
versifies of Basle, Marburg, Berlin and Zurich.

* * *
M. Fritz Meyer, a member of the Swiss

" Aero-Club," section Basle, was killed at Chnr
when taking off for a flight to St. Moritz. Soon
after starting from Chnr, where he had an einer-
geney landing the previous day, the machine
crashed, and lie was killed inslantaineously. The
deceased was a very prominent amateur pilot and
his early death is greatly deplored in aviation
circles.

SCHAFFHAUSEN.
On Saturday last a "hold-up" took place

at the premises of the watch-making firm
Schmidlin at the " Löwengässchen " in Schaff-
hausen, where a certain Karl von Arx from
Egerkingen (Solothurn) threatened a clerk with
a revolver, demanding the contents of the safe.
At the very moment, the proprietor of the shop,
a well-known ".National Turner," turned up,
and without much trouble knocked the intruder
down. The police were called, and the assailant
was arrested ; it has since been found out that
he was connected with recent burglaries which
took place at a jeweller's shop in Zurich.

ST. GALLEN.
At the age of 82, has died at St. Gall, Dr.

Johannes Geel, late States Councillor (Stände-
rat).

The deceased was born in 1854 at Sargans.
From 1891-1897 lie held the post of Public Prose-
cutor of the canton of Sf. Gall, and for many
years he presided over the cantonal Tribunal.

Dr. Geel entered politics in 1891, wlien he
was elected a member of the Grand Council. In
1896 he entered the Federal Parliament (Stände-
rat), of which he was a member for over 30 years,
and where he played an important part many
years.

THURGAU.
During the year 1936 an amount of 218,938.30

frs. (1935 : 234,794.50) lias been left by private
individuals for charitable purposes.

TICINO.
The death is reported from Lugano, of Pro-

fessor Piet.ro Ferrari, at the age of 61. The de-
ceased was one of the leading personalities in the
Conservative Party, a member of the Grand
Council of the canton Ticino, and Director of the
" Popolo e Libella."

VAUD.
The 50 years' service of Baron Pierre de

Coubei'tin, the founder and president of the
Olympic Games, as scholar, educationist, and
athlete was celebrated at Lausanne last week.
Speeches were made by, among others, M.
Alphand, the French Ambassador in Berne; a
representative of the Canton Valid Government,
and by Baron de Coubertin himself, who
described the efforts he had to make with a view
to reviving the Olympic Games.

A Swiss infantry patrol was overtaken near
lake Chaconnes, above Villars, by an avalanche
and gunner Hangartner of the Fortress company
1 was killed, all the other members of the patrol
were saved.
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BASLE-COUNTRY.

The branch office in Allschwil, of the " Basel-
landschaftlichen Hypotheken-Bank," was the
scene of a hold-up. Shortly after opening, two
individuals entered and brandished their revol
vers at the cashier, who shouted, for help; the
would be robbers then took to their heels, without
having achieved their object. Both were later on
arrested, one of the aggressors is a German sub-
ject.

NEUCHATEL.
On the occasion of an address on: "Why

Communism is Impossible in Switzerland," given
by Dr. Bourquin, a medical practitioner and
founder of the " Jeunesse Nationale " in La
Chaux-de-Fonds, a serious fight started between
the members of the " Jeunesse Nationale •" and
about 300 communists in which thirty people
were injured. Dr. Bourquin was singled out by
the communists for a special attack and received
injuries which proved fatal.

The police made baton charges anil finally
had to use tear gas bombs to clear the streets ;

so far 15 arrests have been made.
Dr. Bourquin, who was 50 years old leaves a

widow and a son, he was for many years a mem-
her of the Grand Council of the canton of Neu-
oh Atel.

WILL A NEW ADAM SMITH APPEAR?

By V. II. BunaAston, B.Com., F.C.K.A. F.C.I.S.

(Continued).

The economic work of Adam /S'/«z77i as a whole
has a double importance. On the one side it both
sums up and unifies in a remarkable manner as
much of the inquiries of his predecessors and of
his own time as it was possible for one man to do.
This work was accomplished with a wide human
sympathy and quite remarkable insight. He not
only apppreciates and understands the conditions
of life and work of persons following very many
different avocations, but lie has the power of
translating his own picture of them to the mind
of the reader. It is this power which makes his
book such an extraordinarily human document,
showing us how men lived and worked in the
second half of the eighteenth century.

Further than this, Ada/» influence
upon the thought of succeeding generations lias
been profound. Adam Nmitt lias the gift of being
infinitely suggestive. Most of the debatable
points in economic theory are ultimately trace-
able back to him. His reticences, his uncertain-
ties, and his ambiguities stimulated his sue-
cessors to endeavour to clear up matters which he
had left vague. Arnold 7Vu/«7/ce said of Ada/«
»s'm/H/ : " We study him, because in him, as in
Plato, we come into contact with a great original
mind, which teaches us how to think and how to
work."

The student reading the IFea/i/i o/ AV/Mo/zs

will be impressed by the frequent occurrence of
the word "nature" or "natural" in Adam N/»/77/'.s-

writings. As lie reads that there is a "natural
price " for commodities, or that private property
is a " natural institution," or notices the
emphasis Ada/« N////77/ places on " natural
liberty," an impression may be produced that the
writer seems to find some magic virtue in the
often repeated word, and to believe that he had
justified a certain institution or course of conduct
when he has established it as being natural.
Behind this phraseology there was a type of
thought which has to be understood in relation
to the commercial conditions of Ada/« *Sb«it7/'*
time and also by reference to certain philosophical
conceptions with which Ada/// S////77/ was
familiar. As to the first of these, we must look
back to the time when Europe emerged from the
Middle Ages. Political, social and economic life
was disorganised by the break-up of the mediaeval
system. A striking characteristic of the time was
the feeling of nationality and the desire to give
expression to it. But the economy of the Middle
Ages had not been based on the idea of the
nation as the unit, but rather on smaller terri
torial or municipal divisions, such as the manor
and the towns. Trade was rather inter-communal
or inter-municipal than inter-national. Accord-
ingly, in order to impress the idea of national
unity, it was necessary to bind together these
relatively distant entities into a common national
life. This, in its turn, involved a comprehensive
system of organisation by the State, which
applied in its main lines to the whole country.
Not the least important aspect of this activity
was in relation to trade, and this side of the whole
movement is known as the Mercantile system or
mercantilism, concerning which ,4da/« N»zi'7z has
so much to say. State control of the nation s

industry and commerce was regarded as

necessary and inevitable and it was directed to
ends which were believed to conduce to the estab-
lishment and extension of the nation's wealth
and power. From this central conception there
followed logically in the circumstances of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as these

were interpreted at the time, the regulation of

DOGS BECOME ARMY RECRUITS IN

SWITZERLAND.

Man's best friend, the dog, has proven his
worth in numerous ways and for many centuries
dogs have been playing an important rôle in
human warfare. Originally an attempt was made
to press the animals into field hospital service.
The experiment did not prove satisfactory and
was partially given up already during the World
War. The activities of the Army dog to-day are
chiefly confined to the dispatch service where ex-
cellent results have been obtained. Dogs have
done splendid work in the most difficult and most
dangerous situations, where all other means of
conveying messages or reconnoitering were im-
possible.

The Swiss Army owes the introduction of
dogs into its activities to private initiative. A
few years ago a privately organized dispatch dog
service was added to the First Army Corps. It
immediately gave proof of its usefulness. Based
on these experiences the Swiss Federal Council
decided on official training courses for Army dogs,
and on the establishment of a permanent station

prices and wages, protection of home industries
and particularly of manufactures, the effort to
secure a "favourable" balance of trade, and the
over-estimation of the precious metals. So much
for the commercial policies of Ada/// »S'z/z/77/time.
The other factor needed to explain A//«/« S/»/f7/'s
use of the conception "natural" is to be found in
a consideration of certain philosophical doctrines
which were highly regarded by scholars of Ada///
»S////J7/'.s- generation. During the early part of the
eighteenth century the Roman stoics, Cicero,
Marcus Aurelius and Seneca, enjoyed a remark-
able popularity. Every self-respecting publisher,
so we are told, issued editions of these authors.
Ada///- N;»./77/ possessed at least four editions of
Cicero, and three of Seneca. For our present
purpose it is enough to remember that these
philosophers placed emphasis upon the distinction
between what was natural as opposed to what
was by convention or human arrangement. Thus
the Stoic maxim "to live in accord withNature"
implied the superiority of the natural over the
human order. In fact we might say : " What-
over's natural is right." A little consideration
will show that this' popular Philosophy of
Naturalism was in opposition to Mercantilism.
The one urged a reliance upon what was natural,
while the other deliberately aimed at the regu-
la-ting, disciplining and developing what was
already in existence by the direction of the State.
Thus for Ada/// N////77/ all the elaborate devices
of the State control of industry and commerce
which had been laboriously built up by the Mer-
cantile system were violating the necessary con-
ditions of a healthy social life. Instead of regu-
1 at ion and constraint, the true social end was
freedom, or what was called " natural liberty."
It was Ada/« £»/z77f who saw this relationship of
contemporary practices and contemporary philo-
sophy and so reached the central part of his
system.

Ada/// NV///77/ was in no sense a pioneer, but
three great things he did accomplish. The first
was the definite substitution of income —
"produce" as he called it — for the older idea of
a capital aggregation of "treasure" or something
akin to " treasure." He was quite aware of what
he was doing here. The Introduction and Plan
which he prefixed to the Heai 17/ o/ AaGo/ix begins
with two paragraphs in which the continuous
attainment of a large quantity of the necessaries
and conveniences of life is treated as the end of
economic endeavour, and it ends with the sen-
tence in which the " real wealth *" of a nation is
taken to be " the annual produce of the land and
labour of the society." Of course, this idea was
not a new creation of Ada/// >-'///777/'.y. Some

inkling of the truth about this matter is to be

found in the English political arithmeticians in
the end of the" seventeenth century, and the
physiocrats had discussed " the annual repro
du'etion " and its " distribution." But Ada»/
X////77/, must be given the credit of giving this
conception t-lie importance it deserved as some-

thing fundamental. Right down to his time the
reigning school of economic thought was open to
the reproach which he levels against it when he

says that it represented the great object of the

industry and commerce of a nation to be the
multiplication of gold and silver within it.

To change all this, to recognise that not a

hoard of gold and silver, not even a store of all
kinds of valuable and useful things is the end

of economic endeavour, but instead a large con-
tinnous produce or supply of consumable neccs
sa ries and conveniences — that, in short, as
A da/// N////77/ himself put it, " Consumption is the
sole end and purpose of all production," was a

great service.
The second great change which Ada«/ N/n/77/

made in general theory was to substitute wealth

for these animals. The supervision of this new
service was entrusted to the commander of the
First Army Corps.

The dispatch dogs arc chiefly assigned to
officers and soldiers who volunteer for this par-
titular service. The introductory course lias a
duration of four weeks and upon its conclusion
each participant lias a trained dog assigned to
him, which he has to board and teach further.
The animal remains, however, property of the
Confederation for a number of years.

Once a year, the master, as well as his dog,
have to attend a repetition course. Present plans
foresee three dispatch dog groups, consisting of
two men and two dogs each, for each Infantry
regiment and Artillery unit. Later on the In-
fantry regiments are to receive up to ten dispatch
dog groups.

The main difficulty with this new Army
auxiliary is that the animals, in order to be
systematically trained, must be stationed closely
together. For the time being the camp at Savatan
near St. Maurice, is chief headquarters, and in
the hands of specialists for the breeding and
teaching of Army dogs.

per head for wealth in the aggregate, whatever
that might be. He does this in the second sen-
tence of the HV«777t o/ A'aGo«* in his stride, so
to speak, apparently without noticing that any-
thing important was happening: " The nation,"
he says, " will be better or worse supplied with
all the necessaries and conveniences for which it
has occasion " according as the produce " bears
a greater or smaller proportion to the number of
those who consume it." That is, he will consider
the nation wealthy or not wealthy according as its
average worker is wealthy or not wealthy, and not
according as the sum of all its members' wealth
is great or small. By this he threw over the old
idea of an entity called the State or the nation
existing outside the individuals who constitute
its subjects or members, and flourishing or
languishing irrespective of their prosperity. To
us that may seem a small thing. We are accus-
tonied to think of Switzerland or of Denmark as
a rich nation compared with Russia. But it was
a great break with tradition in 1776. It was a
change in accordance with the humaner spirit of
the age. The " nation " was henceforth to be the
whole people and not merely the King or the
ruling classes, who, being themselves above the
reach of want, could afford to pursue national
glory and power and despise the sordid con-
siderations which invade the homes of the people.
No longer were the people to be regarded as mere
pawns to be used as required in the queer game
of accumulating a heard of treasures of which
the only conceivable use was to be sent abroad
again in time of war. They were to be a body of
persons whose individual necessaries and con-
venienees of life were to be the objects to be

pursued.
Thirdly, Ada«; N////77/ may fairly claim to be

the father, not of economics generally — that
would be absurd, but of what in modern times
has been called, with opprobrious intention,
•• bourgeois economics," that is, the economics
of those economists who look with favour on
working and trading and investing for personal
gain. We are apt to forget that the idea that a

wage-earner, a trader, or an investor may be, and
indeed generally is. a very respectable person is

very modern. Greek philosophers thought wage-
earners incapable of virtue, and money-lenders
have been objects of antipathy throughout the
ages, l/i the Middle Ages, as we see in Chaucer,
trader and pirate were often interchangeable
terms. In Ada»/ >S'/»/7//'-v own time Dr. Johnson
and Postlethwayt very seriously considered
whether a trader could be a gentleman. Ada/a
Smith came forward as the admirer and champion
of the diligent man. He praised the habits of
economv, industry, discretion, attention and
application of thought. Far from making people
inclined to cheat, he held, commerce made them
honest and desirous of fulfilling their contracts.
By contrast he remarked " They whom we call
politicians are not the most remarkable people
in the world for probity and punctuality." How
wonderfully true to-day is this remark of Ada»/
N////77/ V?

All this approval of the man who wants to
get on in life, succeed in business, or whatever
yon like to call it, would have been a very pool-
gospel if such success were only purchased at the
cost of depressing other people. But in Ada/»
N»?/77/'.s view it was not. On the contrary, he

hold that commerce and investment having been

introduced, each man by trying to help himself,
in fact, not only helped himself, but all others.
So, in his opinion, when " the butcher, the
brewer, and the baker " provide us with our
dinner, not because they love us. but because they
wish to benefit themselves, they need not be

ashamed of the fact. So much for the old Ada/»

(To 7/e eo»f/Mz/rd).
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